CO2 Levels Rise Fast and High
by Thomas Sumner
May 17, 2015: Montreal – The buildup of CO2 in Earth’s atmosphere just hit a new peak.  The rate of rise in this greenhouse gas (GHG) also constitutes a new record, with no sign of slowing.  Scientists announced both new records on May 6.
In March, the average concentration in Earth’s atmosphere of carbon dioxide (CO2), reached a new high of 400 parts per million (ppm) in air.  The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported this as the highest global level of this gas in the atmosphere since record-keeping began in 1958.
But the new high shouldn’t be a surprise.  Humans have been pumping CO2 into the atmosphere at a very high rate.  Indeed, the current rate of increase is unmatched since the dinosaurs went extinct 66 million years ago.  Scientists announced this new record, here, at a meeting of the American Geophysical Union and other organizations.
Coal, oil and other fossil fuels are the source of most of that extra CO2.  People have been burning more of these fossil fuels steadily since 1750, which is when the Industrial Revolution began.  The rise in atmospheric CO2 has tracked that increase in fossil-fuel burning.
The pace of the buildup has been quickening too.  1/2 of the rise in CO2 levels (since the beginning of the industrial period) has occurred just since 1980, NOAA scientists report.
Previously, scientists had proposed that atmospheric levels of carbon had grown at a faster rate in prehistoric times.  That was back some 56 million years ago.  Volcanoes were among the likely sources at that time.  Those prehistoric CO2 surges caused levels of the GHG in Earth’s atmosphere to hit a very high peak.  But even then, it turns out, the carbon buildup in the air did not climb as rapidly as it is doing today.
Researchers have just learned this by comparing data collected from ocean-sediment cores with computer projections of climate.  These comparisons showed that carbon levels in the atmosphere would have built up much more slowly in that distant past.  Their best estimate is that levels, back then, would have grown at about 1/10 of the current rate.
If true, this would suggest that what is happening today has never happened before.  It certainly appears true for our current era, the Cenozoic.  This division of time began with the demise of the dinosaurs.
The new finding also makes it harder to make predictions of what the future will be like, Richard Zeebe reports.  As a paleoclimatologist, Zeebe studies climate over long periods in the prehistoric past.  He works at the University of Hawaii at Manoa in Honolulu.
Climate experts want to know how our planet will respond as GHG levels continue to rise.  But that’s hard to tell, as the current rate is so remarkable, he says.  “Not a single event during the past 66 million years released carbon as fast as we’re releasing now,” he reported at the meeting.
To gauge what the future climate might look like, climate scientists study past events using computer models.  Sometimes, these computer programs can’t accurately reproduce a historical event.  When that happens, any future predictions based on that past event also may prove faulty.  Meanwhile, increasing atmospheric CO2 levels are shifting today’s global climate.  Many long-term impacts of these changes remain unknown.
That’s why scientists have been searching for a past event to use for a comparison.
One such event happened around 56 million years ago.  Back then, global CO2 levels spiked.  Levels in the atmosphere had been around 1,000 parts per million.  During the spike, those levels rose to roughly 1,700 to 2,000 parts per million.  The surge raised global temperatures.  Understanding how long CO2 levels remained that high is key.  It helps experts understand how fast carbon entered the atmosphere.
To track changes in the ancient air, scientists have been looking at ocean sediments.  Over time, materials such as calcium carbonate rain down onto the ocean floor.  Over time, these collect to create layers of sediments.
As atmospheric CO2 levels increase, the ocean becomes more acidic.  The increased acidity dissolves more calcium carbonate.  So scientists measure the amount of calcium carbonate in sediment.  When levels of the carbonate fall, that can serve as a signal that atmospheric CO2 (and ocean acidity) has increased.
Not all of the CO2 in the atmosphere entered the air as that gas.  Other carbon-bearing molecules, such as methane, can be released.  Some come from sediments, for example.  When methane reacts with oxygen in the air, it forms CO2 and water vapor.  To account for such processes, scientists often focus not just on the release of CO2 from Earth’s surface, but also include measurements of other carbon sources.  They track these together as “carbon releases.”
In 2013, researchers proposed that the event 56 million years ago released huge amounts of carbon in just over a decade.  Some suggested a comet was to blame.
Zeebe and his colleagues doubted that the carbon release was that rapid.  Using computer climate simulations, these experts first calculated the effects of releasing that much carbon over various amounts of time.  Next, the experts compared the results with the ocean-sediment data.  The simulations and sediment data agreed only when the carbon release took place over a period of more than 4,000 years, Zeebe points out.
If considered over that period, the yearly level of carbon releases would drop to roughly 1.1 billion metric tons.  By comparison, burning fossil fuels now adds about 10 billion tons of carbon to the atmosphere each year.
What Zeebe’s group demonstrates is that people truly are “a geological force to be reckoned with,” says Gavin Schmidt.  A climate scientist, he works at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies in New York City.
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